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Abstract—We propose an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-
ground base station (GBS) coordinated NOMA scheme where
UAV and GBS are jointly serve the cell-edge users. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate air-
ground BSs coordination for UAV-assisted NOMA systems, by
taking advantage of the interference between UAV and GBS.
Therefore, the proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA scheme
achieves much higher sum rate of cell-edge users than the non-
coordinated UAV-assisted NOMA schemes where interference is
suppressed as much as possible. The proposed scheme also leads
to better channel condition and more flexible and cost-effective
interference management, compared to GBSs coordinated NOMA.
We conduct joint optimization of power allocation, user scheduling
and UAV trajectory for the UAV-GBS coordinated system. A
closed-form optimal solution to power allocation is derived. In
addition, a dedicated successive interference cancellation (SIC)
ordering approach is proposed. It is proven that the selection of
a cell-center user with higher SIC order contributes to a higher
rate of cell-edge user, based on which an SIC order based user
scheduling algorithm for both cell-center and cell-edge users is
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the promising techniques for fifth generation

(5G) and beyond 5G wireless communication, non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) provides considerable spectrum ef-

ficiency enhancement over conventional orthogonal multiple

access (OMA) techniques [1]. By utilizing superposition coding

at the transmitting side for power-domain multiplexing, and

successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the receiver for

signal detection, power-domain NOMA allows multiple users

to be served with the same frequency, time and code resource

element [2].

Though NOMA can achieve enhanced spectrum efficiency,

the quality of service (QoS) of cell-edge users is often a

bottleneck of the network performance especially in a special

event with a large number of users [3]–[5]. As mentioned in

[6]–[8], owing to flexibility and a better air-ground channel

with line of sight (LoS) link, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

have drawn increasing attention and are being widely deployed

to serve as temporary mobile base stations (BSs). A hybrid

scenario was proposed in [7] where the UAV-BS cooperates

with ground BS (GBS) to provide access services to offload

traffic of GBS. In [8], UAV-BS was employed at the edge of

multiple adjacent cells to help improve the performance of cell-

edge users and offload traffic of GBSs.

In UAV-assisted NOMA systems, due to the presence of

GBS, the performance of users can be severely affected by

the interference between UAV and GBS [9] [10] et al.. In

[9], Nguyen proposed a cooperative UAV-NOMA scheme in

wireless backhaul networks, and the UAV trajectory, SIC order

and NOMA beamforming vectors were jointly optimized to

maximize the sum rate of UAV-served users. However, the

interference of GBS to UAV-served users was not taken into

account. In [10], a NOMA precoding matrix was proposed for

the multi-antenna GBS so that the interference from GBS to

UAV-served users can be zero-forced or restricted to a given

threshold, and the UAV trajectory is optimized to maximize the

sum rate of cell-edge users. However, their design of NOMA

precoding matrix is complex, and it requires additional multiple

antennas to perform the precoding matrix. In [11], coordination

between GBSs (referred to as coordinated multi-point with joint

transmission) was proposed to allow joint signal transmission

for the cell-edge users in a NOMA system. It was proven in

[11] that the NOMA with coordinated BSs can take advantage

of the space diversity and provide higher performance than

non-coordinated NOMA systems. Hence, it is preferable to

investigate coordination of UAV-BS and GBS in a UAV-assisted

NOMA system to utilize interference rather than suppress it as

much as possible. To the best of our knowledge, this work has

not been reported in the literature.

Resource allocation plays a crucial role in a UAV assisted

NOMA system, which includes user scheduling, power alloca-

tion and UAV trajectory design. Due to deployment of UAV,

the previous work on resource allocation for GBSs coordinated

NOMA [11] is not applicable. In addition, the user scheduling

and UAV trajectory optimization algorithms dedicated for UAV-

GBS coordinated OMA [12] or non-coordinated UAV-assisted

NOMA system [10] are not suitable for UAV-GBS coordinated

NOMA systems. The resource allocation for UAV-GBS coordi-

nated NOMA still remains an open challenge in the literature.

Motivated by the above open issues, we propose a UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA scheme which allows UAV and GBS

to serve the cell-edge users simultaneously via joint signal

transmission. Effective user scheduling and power allocation

alongside UAV trajectory design are investigated to maximize

the sum rate of cell-edge users. The contributions of this paper

are summarized as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work



to investigate air-ground BSs coordination for UAV-assisted

NOMA systems, by taking advantage of the interference be-

tween UAV and GBS rather than suppressing it as much as

possible like in [9] and [10]. Therefore, the proposed UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA scheme achieves much higher sum

rate of cell-edge users than the non-coordinated UAV-assisted

NOMA schemes in [9] and [10]. Also, the proposed UAV-GBS

coordinated NOMA scheme leads to better channel condition

with air-ground LoS link and more flexible and cost-effective

interference management, thanks to UAV’s mobility, compared

to GBSs coordinated NOMA [11].

2) We make the first study of joint optimization of power

allocation, user scheduling, UAV trajectory for the proposed

UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA system. Since UAV is mobile

and multiple users can share the same frequency and time in

NOMA, the previous work on resource allocation for UAV-

GBS coordinated OMA [12] or GBSs coordinated NOMA

[11] or non-coordinated UAV-assisted NOMA [9] [10] is not

applicable. An efficient iterative algorithm is proposed to solve

the optimization problem, assisted by a novel SIC ordering

approach that is based on initial channel-to-interference-and-

noise (I-CINR) ratio for cell-center users.

3) An intensive theoretical analysis is presented. A closed-

form optimal solution to power allocation is derived by con-

verting a non-convex optimization problem into convex without

any loss of optimality, while no closed-form solutions to power

allocation were provided in the previous work on UAV-assisted

NOMA [9] [10]. In addition, we conduct user scheduling for

both cell-edge and cell-center users, based on the SIC ordering

approach proposed, while scheduling of cell-edge users only

was considered in [10]. The users with higher SIC decoding

order are scheduled first, as it is proven that those users

contribute to a higher achievable rate of cell-edge user.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system

model and optimization problem are formulated in Section II.

The closed-form optimal power allocation is given in Section

III. The user scheduling algorithm is proposed in Section IV.

Section V designs the UAV trajectory. Numerical results are

presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a downlink UAV-assisted NOMA system with

a UAV-BS, a GBS and K ground users, both the BSs and

users are equipped with a single antenna. The UAV and GBS

are connected to a central unit through high-capacity links

[12]. As depicted in Fig. 1, the K ground users are classified

into Kc cell-center users and Ke cell-edge users based on a

threshold of distance to GBS [8]. The cell-center users are

served by GBS based on NOMA strategy while the cell-edge

users are associated to UAV. Note that the UAV-served users

can suffer from severe interference from GBS, to alleviate this

and improve the performance of cell-edge users, they are also

served by GBS. Denote the sets of cell-center and cell-edge

users as k ∈ Kc = {1, 2, ...,Kc} and l ∈ Ke = {1, 2, ...,Ke},

respectively.

Non-Coordinated Users

Coordinated Users

NOMA Group

Central Unit

Signal from UAV

Interference from UAV

Signal from GBS

GBS

 Timeslot 1

NOMA Group
GBS

 Timeslot 2

Central Unit

Fig. 1. System model of UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA.

Assume the UAV flies periodically above the cell with a

fixed height H and a constant cycle flight time T , which can be

equally discretized into N time slots. Considering the horizon-

tal coordinates, the location of UAV projected on the horizontal

ground at time slot n can be denoted as qn = [x[n], y[n]]
T

.

Also, we denote the positions of GBS and an arbitrary user

i as Lb = [xb, yb]
T

and Li = [xi, yi]
T

, respectively. As

mentioned in [9], the air-to-ground (AtG) communication from

UAV to ground users is governed by LoS propagation. Assume

the Doppler effect caused by the UAV’s mobility can be

successfully compensated [7], the AtG channel from UAV to an

arbitrary ground user i at time slot n is vi,n =
√

βu

H2+‖q[n]−Li‖
2 ,

in which βu stands for the channel power gain at the reference

distance d0 = 1 m from the UAV [8]. On the other hand, the

channel frequency response from GBS to user i at time slot

n can be obtained as hb,i,n = gb,i,nPL(di), with gb,i,n as the

Rayleigh fading channel gain, and PL(di) as the path loss

function [13].

According to NOMA strategy, multiple users can share the

same frequency resource at each time slot. Define Ci,n ∈
{0, 1}, where Ci,n = 1 indicates that user i is scheduled at

time slot n. Following [10] and [13], to keep low SIC decoding

complexity at the receiver and restrict the error propagation, we

consider there are G users share the same frequency at each

time slot including (G− 1) cell-center users and one cell-edge

user. Denote the set of users scheduled at time slot n as Un.

Then the received signals at user i can be written as

yi,n =
∑

j∈Un

hi,n

√
pj,nθj,n + vi,n

√
puθl,n + zi,n, (1)

where θj,n and θl,n denote the transmitted symbols with unit

energy, pu is the transmit power of UAV and pi,n denotes the

transmit power of user i from GBS at time slot n, respectively.

zi,n is the additive white Gaussian noise zi,n ∼ CN(0, σ2).

At the receiver, SIC is conducted to decode the received

signals. Define Hi,n = |hi,n|2 and Vi,n = |vi,n|2 as the channel

gain of user i from GBS and from UAV, respectively. The

multiplexed users can be decoded based on an SIC order based

on channel gain [13] or the proposed SIC decoding order in

Section III. For a cell-center user k, the achievable data rate



(in bps/Hz) after SIC can be obtained as

Rk,n = log2


1 +

Hk,nPk,n∑
j∈Uk,n

Hk,nPj,n + Vk,nPu + σ2


 . (2)

where Uk,n denotes the set of users in Un with a higher SIC

decoding order than user k. On the other hand, for a cell-

edge user l, since it is jointly served by UAV and GBS, the

achievable data rate of user l after SIC is given by

Rl,n = log2


1 +

Hl,nPl,n + Vl,nPu

σ2 +
∑

k∈Ul,n

Hl,nPk,n


 . (3)

in which the term
∑

k∈Ul,n

Hl,nPk,n denotes the SIC interference

from the set of users with a higher SIC order than user l in

Un. The mean sum rate of cell-edge users can be obtained as

Re
sum =

1

N

N∑

n=1

∑

l∈Ke

Cl,nRl,n. (4)

B. Problem Formulation

In this subsection, we dedicate to maximizing the sum rate of

cell-edge users by jointly optimizing the user scheduling matrix

C, power allocation matrix P and UAV trajectory matrix Q,

with a minimum rate constraint for the scheduled cell-center

users in each time slot. The optimization problem for the UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA can be formulated as

OP1 : max
C,P,Q

Re
sum

s.t.(C1) Pj,n ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ Un;

(C2)
∑

j∈Un

Pj,n ≤ Pt, ∀n ∈ N;

(C3) Rk,n ≥ Rmin, ∀k ∈ {Un ∩Kc} , n ∈ N;

(C4) Ci,n ∈ {0, 1} , ∀i ∈ K;

(C5)
∑

k∈Kc

Ck,n = G− 1, ∀n ∈ N;

(C6)
∑

l∈Ke

Cl,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N;

(C7)

N∑

n=1

Ck,n ≤ α, ∀k ∈ Kc; (C8)

N∑

n=1

Cl,n ≤ β, ∀l ∈ Ke;

(C9) q[1] = q[N ];

(C10) ‖q[n+ 1]− q[n]‖2 ≤ (vmaxT/N)
2
, ∀n ∈ N,

where (C1) and (C2) are the transmission power budget.

(C3) ensures the QoS of the scheduled cell-center users.

(C4)−(C6) denote the user scheduling constraints. In addition,

considering user fairness, (C7) and (C8) are presented to

constraint the maximum number of time slots occupied by

each users. Note that the values of α and β can be adaptively

adjusted according to the QoS requirement of users. Further-

more, (C9) assures a periodic flight and (C10) constraints

the maximum speed of UAV vmax. The energy efficiency

(EE) of the UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA system is given

by EE = B

N

N∑
n=1

Kc
∑

k=1
Ck,nRk,n+

Ke
∑

l=1
Ck,nRl,n

P (vn)+Pu+
∑

j∈Un

Pj,n
, with B denoting the

total bandwidth and P (vn) as the propulsion power of UAV

which can be taken as a function of flying speed vn [4].

It is obvious that the optimization problem in OP1 under

constraints (C1) − (C10) is constrained combinatorial non-

convex, and it requires considerable complexity to obtain the

global optimal solution. To address this problem efficiently,

OP1 is decoupled into three sub-problems, namely user

scheduling, power allocation and UAV trajectory, and a sub-

optimal low complexity solution can be achieved by alternately

solving the sub-problems [8] [10].

III. SIC ORDERING AND OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION

FOR UAV-GBS COORDINATED NOMA

A. SIC Ordering

As mentioned in [13], for single-cell NOMA systems, the op-

timal decoding order in SIC process is based on the increasing

order of channel gains from serving BS. Nevertheless, in UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA systems, due to the effect of UAV,

the user with a higher channel gain from GBS cannot guarantee

a better the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) than

other users, which makes the SIC order based on channel gain

inefficient. As mentioned above, there are G users in NOMA

group Un. Denote the indexes of cell-center users as 1, ..., G−1
and the cell-edge user as G, respectively. Without loss of

generality, we assume the SIC decoding order of users in Un is

1, 2, ..., G−1, G. Since the cell-edge user generally suffers from

poor channel condition due to the long distance from GBS, it

can be taken as weak user in comparison to the cell-center

users. Denote the I-CINR of user k as Φk,n =
Hk,n

σ2+Vk,nPu
.

Lemma 1: In UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA systems, given

an SIC order of 1, ..., G, in order to successfully perform SIC,

the users in NOMA group Un should satisfy

Φ1,n ≥ ... ≥ Φk,n ≥ ... ≥ ΦG−1,n ≥ HG,n

σ2
. (5)

Proof of Lemma 1: First, for a center user k in Un, the SINR

of user k + 1 at user k takes the expression as

γk→k+1,n =
Hk,nPk+1,n

σ2 +
k∑

j=1

Hk,nPj,n + Vk,nPu

. (6)

To successfully decode the signal of user k + 1 at user k,

we should have γk→k+1,n ≥ γk+1,n, according to (2) and (6),

we have Φk,n ≥ Φk+1,n, k = 1, ..., G− 2.
For the cell-edge user G, the SINR of user G at user k is

γk→G,n =
Hk,nPG,n

σ2 +
k∑

j=1

Hk,nPj,n + Vk,nPu

. (7)

Since the cell-edge user G is jointly served by GBS and

UAV, to successfully decode the signal from GBS to user G at

user k, we have

γk→G,n ≥ HG,nPG,n

σ2 +
G−1∑
k=1

HG,nPk,n

, (8)



which implies Φk,n ≥ HG,n/σ
2, k = 1, ..., G− 1.

B. Closed-Form Optimal Solution to Power Allocation

Given UAV trajectory Q and user scheduling C, the power

allocation problem can be formulated as

OP2 :max
P

Re
sum

s.t. (C2), (C3) and (C4).

OP2 is non-convex in terms of P and hard to solve.

Hence, Theorem 1 is proposed to transform OP2 into a convex

problem without any loss of optimality.

Theorem 1: In UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA, the optimal

solution to the power allocation problem OP2 can be found

by equivalently solving the convex optimization problem as

OP3 : max
Rn

Re
sum

s.t.(C̃3)Pn(Rn) ≤ Pt, ∀n ∈ N; (C4);

(C11)Ri,n ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ Un;

where Pn(Rn) = 2RG,n

(
σ2

HG,n

− 1

ΦG−1,n

)
− 1

ΦG,n

+

G−1∑

k=2

(
1

Φk,n

− 1

Φk−1,n

)
2

G
∑

j=k+1
Rj,n

+ 2

G
∑

j=1
Rj,n 1

Φ1,n

.

Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix A.

Based on Thereom 1, differentiating
G−1∑
k=1

Pk,n with respect

to the rate of cell-center user k Rk,n yields

∂
G−1∑
k=1

Pk,n

∂Rk,n

=
2

G−1
∑

k=1
Rk,n

ln 2

Φ1,n

+2

G−1
∑

j=k

Rk,n

ln 2

G−1∑

k=2

(
1

Φk,n

− 1

Φk−1,n

)

According to Lemma 1, we have
∂
G−1
∑

k=1
Pk,n

∂Rk,n
≥ 0, which

indicates that
G−1∑
k=1

Pk,n is monotonically increasing with respect

to Rk,n. Moreover, it can be learned from (3) that a smaller
G−1∑
k=1

Pk,n leads to less SIC interference and a higher available

transmission power for cell-edge user G. As a consequence, to

minimize the sum power of cell-center users and maximize the

performance of cell-edge users, the rates of cell-center user k
in time slot n should be R∗

k,n = Rmin. Substituting R∗
k,n into

(3), we obtain the optimal sum rate of cell-edge user G for

time slot n as

R∗
G,n = log2 (1 + (HG,nPG,n + VG,nPu) /(
σ2 +HG,n ×

(
σ2 + V1,nPu

H1,n

2

G−1
∑

k=1
R∗

k,n− σ2 + VG−1,nPu

HG−1,n

+
G−1∑

k=2

(
σ2 + Vk,nPu

Hk,n

− σ2 + Vk−1,nPu

Hk−1,n

)
2

G−1
∑

j=k

R∗

k,n






 .

IV. USER SCHEDULING FOR UAV-GBS COORDINATED

NOMA

In this section, we propose an SO-US algorithm where

the cell-center users are scheduled by their corresponding I-

CINRs and the cell-edge users are selected according to the

approximated SINR.

According to Lemma 1, the SIC order of cell-center users is

the increasing order of I-CINR.

Lemma 2: In UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA systems, the

selection of a cell-center user with larger Φ contributes to a

higher sum rate of cell-edge users than any other cell-center

users with lower Φ.

Proof of Lemma 2: According to Thereom 1, the transmit

power of an arbitrary cell-center user k can be obtained as

Pk,n =
(
2Rmin − 1

)
(

1

Φk,n

+

k−1∑

j=1

Pj,n

)
, (9)

where
k−1∑
j=1

Pj,n is the sum power of the first k − 1 scheduled

users, which is predetermined. Given a larger Φk,n, the transmit

power of user k will be smaller. According to (3) and constraint

(C3), the SIC interference from user k to user G decreases

and there is more available transmit power in GBS to serve

the cell-edge user G, which leads to a higher RG,n.

Moreover, notice that user scheduling, power allocation and

trajectory design can be solved alternatively in each iteration to

convergence to a best one [3]. Assume that the transmit power

of cell-edge user l from GBS in the last iteration is P i−1
l,n , the

approximated SINR of user l at iteration i can be obtained as

γi
l,n =

Hl,nP
i−1
l,n + Vl,nPu

σ2
+Hl,n

(
Pi−1 − P i

l,n

)
. (10)

Compared to the previous user scheduling schemes based

on channel gain [14], the proposed SO-US algorithm takes

a comprehensive consideration of users’ channel gain and

interference, which is more efficient. In addition, by directly

feeding the user ranking list to SIC decoding process, the

proposed SO-US has lower SIC complexity over the previous

work based on channel gain that requires an additional user

ranking process in SIC decoding [14].

1) Scheduling for Cell-Center Users: For each time slot

n, n = 1, ..., N , the Kc cell-center users are ranked in de-

scending order based on their I-CINRs, and forms a 1 × Kc

ranking list Γn. Then, from n = 1 to N , while the number

of users in time slot n is less than G − 1, for each user k
starting from the top of list Γn, check the number of time

slots assigned to user k, if
n−1∑
i=1

Ck,i < α, user k is directly

assigned to time slot n and set Ck,n = 1; otherwise, according

to the time sequence property, user k is removed from Γn.

Repeat the procedures until the Kc cell-center users and N
time slots are scheduled. The user scheduling for cell-center

users is described in Algorithm 1.

2) Scheduling for Cell-Edge Users: For the scheduling of

cell-edge users, from n = 1 to N , calculate the approximated

SINR of each cell-edge user j (j = 1, ...,Ke) by (10). After



Algorithm 1 SO-US for Cell-Center Users

1: For each time slot n, the Kc cell-center users are ranked

in descending order according to their I-CINRs and put in

the Kc × 1 candidate list Γn.

2: for n=1:N

3: while
Kc∑
i=1

Ci,n < G− 1

4: From i = 1 to Kc, choose the i-th user in Γn (e.g., user

k) as a candidate user of time slot n.

5: if
n−1∑
j=1

Ck,j ≤ α

6: User k is directly assigned to time slot n. Set Ck,n = 1.

7: else user k is removed from Γn.

8: end if

9: end while

10: end for

that, the Ke cell-edge users are ranked in descending order

based on their approximated SINRs γi
l,n in each time slot n,

and forms a 1×Ke candidate list ηn. Then, from n = 1 to N ,

while
Ke∑
j=1

Cj,n < 1, the top user in ηn (e.g., user l) is selected

as the candidate user for time slot n. Similar to Algorithm 1, if
n−1∑
j=1

Cl,j < β, user l is assigned to time slot n and set Cl,n = 1.

Otherwise, remove user l from ηn. Repeat the steps above until

the Ke users and N time slots are assigned.

V. TRAJECTORY DESIGN

In this section, based on the user scheduling C and power

allocation P presented in Sections III and IV, respectively, we

attempt to design the UAV trajectory to maximize the sum

rate of cell-edge users. The UAV trajectory optimization sub-

problem for UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA system is

OP4 :max
Q

N∑

n=1

∑

l∈Ke

log2


1 +

Hl,nPl,n + βuPu

H2+‖q[n]−Ll‖
2

σ2 +
G−1∑
k=1

Hl,nPk,n




s.t.(C9), (C10), and

(C̃4)log2


1 +

Hk,nPk,n

σ2 +
k−1∑
j=1

Hk,nPj,n + βuPu

H2+‖q[n]−Lk‖
2


 ≥ Rmin,

which is non-convex. Following [8], OP4 can be approximated

as a standard convex form by employing successive convex

optimization methodology.

Note that constraint (C̃4) can be rewritten as

H2 + ‖q[n]− Lk‖2 ≥
(
2Rmin − 1

) βuPu

Hk,nPk,n

−
(
σ2 +

k−1∑

j=1

Hk,nPj,n

)
,

(11)

Algorithm 2 Alternative Optimization of User Scheduling,

Power Allocation and Trajectory for OP1

Require: Given imax to record the maximum number of iter-

ations and δ to determine the convergence accuracy.

1: Set the initial UAV trajectory Q0 and set i = 0.

2: while Ri+1
sum −Ri

sum > δ || i ≤ imax do

3: Based on Qi, solve the user scheduling by Algorithm

1 and power allocation by Thereom 1 respectively to

obtain the optimized sum rate of cell-edge users Ri+1
sum.

Denote the solutions to user scheduling and power

allocation as Ci+1 and Pi+1.

4: Based on Ci+1 and Pi+1, solve OP5 by CVX to obtain

the optimal trajectory solution Qi+1.

5: Set i = i+ 1.

6: end while

where H2 + ‖q[n]− Lk‖2 is convex with respect to

‖q[n]− Lk‖2
. The lower bound of H2+‖q[n]− Lk‖2

at local

point qi[n] can be obtained as

H2 + ‖q[n]− Lk‖2 ≥ H2 +
∥∥qi[n]− Lk

∥∥2+
2
(
qi[n]− Lk

)T (
q[n]− qi[n]

)
.

(12)

Substituting (12) into (11) yields

(C̃4
′

)H2+
∥∥qi[n]−Lk

∥∥2+2
(
qi[n]−Lk

)T (
q[n]−qi[n]

)
≥

(
2Rmin − 1

) βuPu

Hk,nPk,n

−
(
σ2 +

k−1∑

j=1

Hk,nPj,n

)
,

which is now convex with respect to q[n].
Similarly, though Rl,n is not convex with respect to q[n], it

is a concave function of ‖qi[n]− Ll‖2. As a result, the lower

bound of Rl,n during the i-th iteration Ri
l,n can be obtained as

Ri
l,n,ψ

i
l [n]

(
‖q [n]− Ll‖2−

∥∥qi[n]− Ll

∥∥2
)
+φi

l[n] , (13)

where Ri
l,n is the lower bound to Rl,n at local point qi, and

ψi
l [n] = −

βuPu
(

σ2+
G−1
∑

k=1
Hl,nPk,n

)

(

H2+‖qi[n]−Ll‖2
)2
log2 (e)

1 +

Hl,nPl,n+ βuPu

H2+‖qi[n]−Ll‖2

σ2+
G−1
∑

k=1
Hl,nPk,n

,

φi
l [n] = log2


1 +

Hl,nPl,n + βuPu

H2+‖qi[n]−Ll‖2

σ2 +
G−1∑
k=1

Hl,nPk,n


 .

It can be learned from (13) that the lower bound R̃i
l,n is con-

cave in terms of q [n]. As a result, OP4 can be approximated

as a convex problem with respect to Q as

OP5 :max
Q

N∑

n=1

∑

l∈Ke

R̃i
l,n

s.t.(C̃4′), (C9) and (C10),

which can be effectively solved by CVX.
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Fig. 2. Impact of the GBS transmit power Pt on performance of various
UAV-assisted NOMA and coordinated NOMA schemes.

By alternately solving user selection and power allocation

by SO-US algorithm and Thereom 1, and UAV trajectory in

OP5 by CVX, respectively, the original problem OP1 can be

solved. The alternative optimization algorithm for UAV-GBS

coordinated NOMA is present in Algorithm 2.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate the

performance of our proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA

scheme. Referring to [15], we set N = 60, H = 50 m, T = 100
s and vmax = 40 m/s. Following the topology in Fig. 1, we set

Kc = 3, Ke = 4, and G = 2, the bandwidth is set as B = 1
MHz. The path loss model from GBS to users is given as

PL(d) = 128.1 + 37.6 log 10(d) [13].

Fig. 2 shows the impact of the GBS transmit power Pt on

performance of various UAV-assisted NOMA and coordinated

NOMA schemes, versus the transmit power of GBS. Pu = 20
mW and Rmin = 4 bps/Hz. As can be seen, the performance

of the proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA scheme is

substantially better than that of non-coordinated UAV-NOMA

schemes [9] [10], which remain unchanged with the increasing

of Pt. For example, when Pt = 1.5 W, the proposed UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA has about 21.03% and 16.29% higher

Re
sum than the non-coordinated UAV-NOMA schemes in [9]

and [10], respectively. The reason is that rather than sup-

pressing the interference from GBS, the proposed UAV-GBS

coordinated NOMA scheme takes advantage of it and makes

the cell-edge users jointly served by UAV and GBS. Also,

the proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA outperforms the

GBSs coordinated NOMA [11] by providing better air-ground

channel conditions with LoS link and cost-efficient interference

management with UAV’s mobility.

Fig. 3 illustrates the UAV trajectories for the UAV-GBS co-

ordinated NOMA systems with different Rmin and pt. Pu = 40
mW. It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the UAV optimizes

its trajectory according to Rmin and Pt so that the performance

of cell-edge users can be maximized. When Rmin = 2 bps/Hz

and Pt = 0.5 W, the trajectory of UAV is a quasi-quadrilateral

connecting the four cell-edge users. As Rmin increases, the QoS
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constraint (C4) to the cell-center users becomes stricter. Also,

according to (2) and (C3), with a larger Pt, the interference of

cell-center users from UAV becomes the major consideration

to improve Re
sum, as a result, the UAV flies away from the

cell-center users to reduce the interference.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of Re
sum for different UAV-

NOMA and coordinated NOMA schemes versus Pu, with Pt =
1.5 W and Rmin = 4 bps/Hz. It can be learned from Fig. 4 that

when Pu is low, the proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA

scheme has a better performance than the non-coordinated

UAV-NOMA methods [9] [10] and GBSs coordinated NOMA

[11]. As Pu becomes larger, the performance of UAV-GBS

coordinated NOMA grows up more slowly than the non-

coordinated UAV-NOMA with precoding [10]. That is because

though the cell-edge users can be jointly served by GBS and

UAV through BS coordination, the SIC interference is also

introduced, which increases rapidly and has substantially effect

on Re
sum when Pu is large. It is worth noting that the design

of the precoding matrix in [10] is complex and it requires

additional multiple antennas to perform the precoding matrix,

which cannot be directly utilized for the GBS equipped with

one antenna.



In Fig. 5, the EE performance of UAV-GBS coordinated

NOMA is presented. As can be seen, the proposed UAV-

GBS coordinated NOMA scheme is more energy efficient at

a moderate minimal rate requirement Rmin. The maximum EE

can be achieved at approximately Rmin = 9 bps/Hz.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a UAV-GBS coordination

scheme for NOMA systems to allow joint signal transmission

from UAV and GBS to cell-edge users. Joint optimization

of user scheduling, power allocation and UAV trajectory is

conducted to maximize the sum rate of cell-edge users. A

closed-form optimal solution to power allocation is derived.

An SIC decoding order dedicated for UAV-GBS coordinated

NOMA was proposed, based on which we presented an SO-

US algorithm for both cell-center and cell-edge users. The

proposed UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA scheme significantly

outperforms the non-coordinated UAV-NOMA methods in [9]

and [10] in terms of sum rate of cell-edge users by more than

21% and 16%. It also achieves better performance than the

GBSs coordinated NOMA system [11] with higher channel

condition and flexibility. The proposed UAV-GBS coordinated

NOMA scheme is more energy efficient at a moderate minimal

rate requirement Rmin.

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1

For a cell-center user k ∈ Un, (2) can be rewritten as

k∑

j=1

Pj,n =
(2Rk,n − 1)

Φk,n

+ 2Rk,n

k−1∑

j=1

Pj,n. (14)

Define Sk =
k∑

j=1

Pj,n and Dk = 2

G−1
∑

i=k+1
Ri,n

. Multiplying Dk

at both sides of (14) yields

DkSk = Dk−1Sk−1 + (Dk−1 −Dk) /Φk,n. (15)

Note that DG−1 = 1, S0 = 0. Consequently, we have

SG−1 =
G−1∑

k=2

(Dk−1 −Dk)/Φk,n. (16)

Then the sum transmit power for the cell-center users is

G−1∑

j=1

Pj,n=
2

G−1
∑

j=1
Rj,n

Φ1,n

− 1

ΦG−1,n

+
G−1∑

k=2

(
1

Φk−1,n

− 1

Φk,n

)
2

G−1
∑

j=k+1
Rj,n

According to Lemma 1,
G−1∑
j=1

Pj,n is a sum of non-negative

convex functions.

Then, for the cell-edge user G, (3) can be rewritten as

G∑

j=1

Pj,n = 2

G
∑

j=1
Rj,n σ2 + VG,nPu

HG,n

+
G−1∑

k=2

(
1

Φk,n

− 1

Φk−1,n

)

× 2

G
∑

j=k+1
Rj,n

+

(
σ2

HG,n

− 1

ΦG−1,n

)
2RG,n − 1

ΦG,n

.
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Fig. 5. EE performance for UAV-GBS coordinated NOMA systems.

Based on Lemma 1, we obtain that
G−1∑
j=1

Pj,n is a sum of

non-negative convex functions. As a result, the sum transmit

power of NOMA users
G∑

j=1

Pj,n is a convex function of Rn.

Therefore, OP2 is equivalent to the convex problem OP3.
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